That we should fund the very real capability of ours to purchase a submarine,
make it yellow. why not? in that being said, the submarine being purchased may
be used to form a new, sane, rational government system. with members
possessing humans innate sense of reason and reasoning. this being towards
matters of living, in the practices of it. interpretations of objects and ideas or
concepts towards the happening of same sex relationships of an sexual intimate
nature, the use of medically provided apparatus- the technological improvement
of - in the administration of drugs; in general. be it recreational, or therapeutic.
the entire situation surrounding drugs is misconceived (by the majority of the
human populace). it is that one-hundred years ago, prior to prohibition the
people's conception of these things used to be very different. now, in my opinion,
there is an oligarchy in control over the systems which are existing on our earth.
this reasonably small number of people is where the money trail ends up. and it
is, in my personal surveying of the matters and events and prospective
circumstances i predict, is to essentially, as dramatic as it may seem, to enslave
humanity. the initial steps is to psychologically condition them to being feeling
safe and comfortable in their homes, incapable of venturing outside of a
government imposed travel restriction, in distance. now - it would be my
interpretation that in concerning small time, they will instigate legislation, by
law, to for us to not be permitted outside in (apparent) outbreak and constant
threat of the contraction of a totally killer virus. promulgated as being
contagious enough to render our complete isolation to within our homes a
mandatory necessity. But returning back to my explanation of the use of
psychoactive substances in a recreational context, in reality they are powerful
agents capable of inducing extreme phases of introspection. the capability of
your looking into yourself and discovering revelation or resolve to particular
dilemmas which may be impacting your life at the time. ibogaine is a substance
which was discovered to actually treat various forms of mental disorder and
illness. it has the potential (as it seems to not work exclusively) to in-fact allow
an opioid (heroin, morphine, codeine, tramadol, etc) dependent, on a physical
level, to entirely by-pass the physical and psychological symptoms of withdrawal,
and through its ability to treat psychological (acquired) dispositions of a
detrimental or unwanted nature, it has be identified to treat the underlying
wanting to continue the use of such substances producing effects of emotional
numbing and essentially really, and unfortunately, causing one to be feeling
removed from existence... that being said, it can be comfortable... although i
would say not at commonly used dosages... regardless, sorry. i am rambling...
notwithstanding, following this substances discovery in its therapeutic potential
in curing psychiatric problems, it was scheduled as a prohibited substance in the
U.S. My point is that civil legislation and policy should be naturally derived and
sane, in this context. Essentially to refer and adhere to our innate reason.This
entity and congregation of folk, we may need multiple submarines or marine
vessels - a fleet. regardless, we may use the entity to invade and protest and
argue (reason) against their entirely arbitrary and absurdly formed civil policies
and laws... i mean - prior to prohibition, one-hundred years ago, it is my
understanding and logical one, at that, seeing that there exists not a single
member out from the kingdom of animals; one which does not partake in the
ingestion of psychoactive substances for the purposes of psychological alteration.

it is my personal taking on the matter that these alternate psychological
placings, enable and promote the broadening of one's tolerance and
understanding of other's ways of life and behaviours; their conduct in life.
Now, using this, we could restore sanity upon earth, allowing us all the live in
peace and harmony, throughout.
Once we have regained ownership and "control" over the continents, we may
instate new government practices and it is my personal opinion that a functional
and very practical government system, would be composed of persons of a
myriad of walks of life. It should feature from the lowest socioeconomic
gradation, the homeless, to ones higher up on the scale. for instance, doctors.
also it should include creators of entertainment, persons involved in the creation
of illustrated, musical, whatever forms, of art. and et cetera.
So, what do you guys say? :-D
\m/
BTW: My website, if anybody is interested (which is a total work in progress) is
LINK and it aims to provide resource for (scientific) paper journal articles and
things which governments - or government - is doing their best to hide out from
public view. Which is just another issue plaguing the world today. In this era of
"Established Insanity" which will be a chapter of the book which I am writing.
Alink to it is featured on the website. It is that you click on the question mark to
enter the "main" section of the website. The lobby. Now I will say no more, and
allow you to navigate it. REMEMBER!!! It is a work in progress!!! :-)
I wish you all a good day, and peace out.

